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Luke – What’s different?

• Connection to/with Mary (Jesus’ Birth Mother)

http://www.para-gospel.com/section/asv/2.BirthandChildhood



Miniature of 
Saint Luke from 
the Grandes 
Heures of Anne 
of Brittany 
(1503–1508) by 
Jean 
Bourdichon
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• Connection to/with Mary (Jesus’ Birth Mother)
• Gentile writer of NT (only one)?
• Two books – Luke & Acts comprise 27.5% of NT (the 

largest contribution by a single author!)
• An artist! It is believed he was the first ‘icon’ painter

(having painted portraits of Mark/Jesus…Peter & Paul)



“Luke paints the 
Madonna & the 
Baby Jesus, by 
Maarten van 
Heemskerck (1532)



''Madonna of 
Constantinople
original version

(11th Century)



Luke – What’s different?

• Connection to/with Mary (Jesus’ Birth Mother)
• Gentile writer of NT (only one)?
• Two books – Luke & Acts comprise 27.5% of NT (the 

largest contribution by a single author!)
• An artist! It is believed he was the first ‘icon’ painter

(having painted portraits of Mark/Jesus…Peter & Paul)
• Various ‘Relics’ of Luke:

• The body, in the Abbey of Santa Giustina in Padua
• The head, in the St. Vitus Cathedral in Prague
• A rib, at his tomb in Thebes
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gospel_of_Matthew



Luke 3:1-2

• Attention to detail



Luke 3:23-38

• Genealogy?  How/why 
different than Matthew?

Early thought:
- Matthew  follows 

lineage of Joseph
• - Luke follows the 

lineage of Mary



Luke 5:1-11

• Only in the Gospel of Luke



Luke 6:38 AMP

38 Give, and it will be given to you. They will pour 
into your lap a good measure—pressed down, 
shaken together, and running over [with no 
space left for more]. For with the standard of 
measurement you use [when you do good to 
others], it will be measured to you in return.”



Luke 7:11-17



Luke 7:11-17

• Three times Luke inserts the feminine pronoun into this 
single verse. (7:13)

• Luke narrates stories about widows more than any of 
the other three evangelists (see 4:25-26; 18:1-8; 20:46-
47; also Acts 6:1; 9:36-42)



Luke 7:36-50

It is a face readily acknowledged by all that in Luke’s 
Gospel only are women mentioned more often than in 
the other Gospels but also, and more importantly, are 
they seen to play more significant roles.



For Next Week!


